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Bleu Lézard 

"Popular Bar in Town"

The Bleu Lézard is one of the most popular café/bar/clubs in Lausanne. A

good place to eat by day, by night the bar becomes busy with a diverse

mix who tend to spill outside to the tables in the street so the crowding is

bearable. There is no charge to enter the club downstairs where they

feature live music and various popular DJs. An added extra is that the bar

is also an exhibition space for young artists, which changes every month,

making for great conversation pieces.

 +41 21 321 3830  www.bleu-lezard.ch/  bleulezard@carte-

blanche.ch

 rue Enning 10, Lausanne

 by israel palacio on Unsplash 

Cave at Chorus 

"Jazz and Goodies"

Park N' Hear is another way to describe this jazz and café venue because

it is located five meters from the Mon-Repos parking lot. A fantastic

setting, you are practically sitting on top of the stage. Offering a wide

variety of cocktails, this is an ideal place to hang out with your friends.

Their program is made up of multiple jazz vocalists, duos and trios, from

Switzerland and abroad.

 +41 21 323 2233  www.chorus.ch/  info@chorus.ch  avenue de Mon-Repos 3,

Lausanne

 by TheFork 

Montreux Jazz Café 

"Global Jazz Beats"

Montreux Jazz Club is the venue for the Montreux Jazz Festival, which is

one of the world's biggest jazz events. This club has an intimate

ambiance, where music connoisseurs gather and appreciate jazz music

from around the globe. Top international artistes such as Jason Moran,

Rae Morris, Avishai Cohen and Dhafer Youssef, and bands like The Staves

and Soak have performed here. The exceptional stage props, lighting and

acoustics create an indelible experience for jazz lovers.

 +41 21 962 1300  www.montreuxjazzcafe.com/en/caf

e/montreux

 Avenue Claude Nobs 2, Montreux
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